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The time evolution of strongly exited SU(2) Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommereld (BPS) magneti monopoles in
Minkowski spaetime is investigated by means of numerial simulations based on the tehnique of onformal
ompatiation and on the use of hyperboloidal initial value problem. It is found that an initially stati
monopole does not radiate the entire energy of the exiting pulse toward future null innity. Rather, a long-
lasting quasi-stable `breathing state' develops in the entral region and ertain expanding shell strutures 
built up by very high frequeny osillations  are formed in the far away region.
PACS numbers: 03.50.Kk, 14.80.Hv
The investigation of solitons in partile physis is of fun-
damental interest (see e.g. [1℄ for a reent review). In par-
tiular, onsiderable attention has been paid to the study
of 't Hooft-Polyakov magneti monopole solutions of ou-
pled Yang-MillsHiggs (YMH) systems [2, 3℄. However,
the relevant investigations have been almost exlusively
restrited to time independent ongurations. Thereby it
is of obvious physial interest to study dynamial proper-
ties of magneti monopole ongurations.
This paper is to report about the results of investiga-
tions onerning the time evolution of a strongly exited
spherially symmetri SU(2) BPS magneti monopole
[4, 5℄ on a xed Minkowski bakground spaetime by
means of numerial tehniques. In partiular, the under-
lying Yang-MillsHiggs system is hosen so that the Yang-
Mills eld is massive while the Higgs eld is massless. The
dynamis starts by hitting the stati monopole by a on-
entrated pulse. First the original pulse splits into two,
a diret outgoing one and another one going through the
origin. Both pulses travel along null geodesis taking away
part of the energy of the exitation toward future null in-
nity, I
+
, with the help of the massless Higgs eld. It
is found, however, that this way the exited monopole re-
leases only about half of the energy reeived. The rest of
the energy of the original pulse seems to be restrained by
the monopole in aordane of whih it develops a long
lasting quasi-stable `breathing state' in the entral region
and ertain expanding shell strutures in the far away re-
gion. The frequeny haraterizing the breathing state
varies in time and it approahes asymptotially the value
of the vetor boson mass from below. In the far away re-
gion, where the Yang-Mills and the Higgs elds are pra-
tially deoupled, the massless Higgs eld does the boring
job of transporting the energy released gradually by the
entral monopole to I
+
, while the behavior of the mas-
sive Yang-Mills eld in the far away asymptoti region
an be haraterized by the formation of ertain expand-
ing shell strutures where all the shells are built up by very
high frequeny osillations. These osillations are found
to be modulated by the produt of a simple time deaying
fator of the form t−1/2 and of an essentially self-similar
expansion.
The time deay of the examined quantities shows er-
tain type of universality. The total energy assoiated with
the hyperboloidal hypersurfaes deays in time with power
−2/3, while the amplitude of the osillating elds deay
with power −5/6. In a reent work by Forgás and Volkov
[6℄, based on the use of a linear approximation of the BPS
monopole, explanation is provided for these universalities.
The investigated dynamial magneti monopole is de-
sribed as a oupled SU(2) YMH system. The Yang-Mills
eld is represented by an su(2)-valued vetor potential Aa
and the assoiated 2-form eld Fab reads as
Fab = ∇aAb −∇bAa + ig [Aa, Ab] (1)
where [ , ] denotes the produt in su(2) and g stands
for the gauge oupling onstant. The Higgs eld (in
the adjoint representation) is given by an su(2)-valued
funtion ψ while its gauge ovariant derivative reads as
Daψ = ∇aψ + ig[Aa, ψ]. The dynamis of the investi-
gated YMH system is determined by the ation
S =
∫ [
Tr(FefF
ef ) + 2Tr(DeψDeψ)
]
ǫ, (2)
where ǫ is the 4-dimensional volume element.
Our onsiderations were restrited to spherially sym-
metri ongurations yielded by the `minimal' dynami-
al generalization of the stati 't Hooft-Polyakov magneti
monopole ongurations [2, 3℄ (see also [7℄). Aordingly,
the evolution took plae on Minkowski spaetime the line
element of whih, in spherial oordinates (t, r, θ, φ), is
ds2 = dt2 − dr2 − r2 (dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2), while the Yang-
Mills and Higgs elds, in the so alled abelian gauge, were
assumed to posses the form
Aa = −1
g
[w {τ
2
(dθ)a − τ1 sin θ(dφ)a}+ τ3 cos θ(dφ)a] (3)
ψ = Hτ
3
, (4)
where the generators {τ
I
} (I=1,2,3) of su(2) are related
to the Pauli matries σ
I
as τ
I
= 1
2
σ
I
, moreover, w and H
were assumed to be smooth funtions of t and r.
The eld equations relevant for this system are
r2∂2rw − r2∂2tw = w
[(
w2 − 1)+ g2r2H2] (5)
r2∂2rH + 2r∂rH − r2∂2tH = 2w2H. (6)
2The only known analyti solution to (5) and (6) is the
stati BPS monopole [4, 5℄
w0 =
gCr
sinh(gCr)
, H0 = C
[
1
tanh(gCr)
− 1
gCr
]
, (7)
where C is an arbitrary positive onstant. Sine this so-
lution is stable it was used rst to hek the eieny
of our numerial ode. Later we onsidered the omplete
non-linear evolution of a system yielded by strong impulse
type exitations of this monopole. All the results below
onerns the evolution of suh an exited BPS monopole.
The only sale parameter of the above desribed system
is the vetor boson mass mw = gH∞ , where the limit
value H
∞
= limr→∞H of the Higgs eld an in general
be shown to be time independent [8℄. Sine in the ase
onsidered here H
∞
= C 6= 0, without loss of generality,
the parameter hoie g = H
∞
= mw = 1 an be ensured
to be satised by making use of standard resalings.
To have a omputational grid overing the full physial
spaetime  ensuring thereby that the outer grid bound-
ary will not have an eet on the time evolution  the
tehnique of onformal ompatiation, along with the
hyperboloidal initial value problem, was used. This way
it was possible to study the asymptoti behavior of the
elds lose to future null innity, as well as, the inner
region for onsiderably long physial time intervals.
The onformal transformation we used is a slight modi-
ation of the stati hyperboloidal onformal transforma-
tion applied by Monrief [9℄. It is dened by introduing
rst the new oordinates T and R instead of t and r as
T = ωt−
√
ω2r2 + 1 and R =
√
ω2r2 + 1− 1
ωr
, (8)
where ω is an arbitrary positive onstant. The Minkowski
spaetime is overed by the oordinate domain given by
the inequalities −∞ < T < +∞ and 0 ≤ R < 1. Then the
onformally resaled metri an be given as g˜ab = Ω
2gab,
where the onformal fator is Ω = ω(1 − R2)/2. The
R = 1 oordinate line represents I + through whih the
onformally resaled metri g˜ab smoothly extends to the
oordinate domain with R > 1.
Using the substitution H(t, r) = h(t, r)/r+H
∞
the eld
equations, (5) and (6), in the new oordinates read as
Pw = w
[(
w2 − 1) + g2 (h+H
∞
RΩ−1
)2]
(9)
Ph = 2
(
h+H
∞
RΩ−1
)
w2, (10)
where the dierential operator P is dened as
P =
4R2
(R2 + 1)2
[
Ω2
ω2
∂2R − ∂2T − 2R∂R∂T
− 2Ω
ω(R2 + 1)
∂T − ΩR(R
2 + 3)
ω(R2 + 1)
∂R
]
. (11)
These equations an be put into the form of a rst order
strongly hyperboli system [8℄. The initial value problem
for suh a system is known to be well-posed [10℄. In par-
tiular, we solved this rst order system numerially by
making use of the `method of line' in a fourth order Runge-
Kutta sheme following the reipes proposed by Gustafs-
son et al [10℄. All the details related to the numerial
approah, inluding representations of derivatives, treat-
ment of the grid boundaries are to be published in [8℄. The
onvergene tests justied that our ode provides a fourth
order representation of the seleted evolution equations.
Moreover, the monitoring of the energy onservation and
the preservation of the onstraint equations, along with
the oinidene between the eld values whih an be de-
dued by making use of the Green's funtion and by the
adaptation of our numerial ode to the ase of massive
Klein-Gordon elds, made it apparent that the phenom-
ena desribed below have to be, in fat, physial properties
of the magneti monopoles.
In eah of the numerial simulations initial data on the
T = 0 hypersurfae was speied for the system of our rst
order evolution equations. In partiular, a superposition
of the data assoiated with the BPS monopole, (7), and
of an additional pulse of the form
(∂Tw)◦ =
{
c exp
[
d
(r−a)2−b2
]
, if r ∈ [a− b, a+ b];
0, otherwise,
(12)
with a ≥ b > 0, whih is a smooth funtion of om-
pat support, was used. This hoie, providing non-zero
time derivative for w, orresponds to hitting the stati
monopole onguration between two onentri shells at
r = a − b and r = a + b with a bell shape distribution.
Basially the same type of evolution ours when instead
of (∂Tw)◦ we presribe (∂Th)◦ in a similar fashion.
For the sake of brevity, all the simulations shown below
refer to the same pulse (12) orresponding to the hoie
of the parameters a = 2, b = 1.5, c = 70, d = 10 and
ω = 0.05. The energy of this pulse is 55.4% of the stati
monopole. Hene, the yielded dynamial system annot
be onsidered as being merely a simple perturbation of the
stati monopole. We would also like to emphasize that the
gures shown below are typial in the sense that for a wide
range of the parameters haraterizing the exiting pulse,
qualitatively, and in ertain ases even quantitatively, the
same type of responses are produed by the monopole [8℄.
To start o onsider rst the produt of the energy
density ε and 4πr2 plotted on sueeding T = const hy-
persurfaes, providing thereby a spaetime piture of the
time evolution (see Fig. 1). The use of 4πr2ε, instead of
ε, makes it easier to see the main harateristis of the
dynamis up to I
+
. In the early part the diret energy
transport to I
+
by the Higgs eld, with the veloity of
light, is apparent. The developing `breathing state' of the
monopole and the formation of the expanding shells of
high frequeny osillations are both learly manifested.
The energy radiated to I
+
an be pitured by plot-
ting (see Fig. 2) the produt of the energy urrent density
S and 4πr2 against time T at I + (R = 1). It is apparent
that the arrival of the two pulses is followed by a small
sale but systemati energy loss of the system whih has
exatly the same harateristi period as the inner breath-
ing state of the monopole. From the logarithmi plot the
asymptoti behavior 4πr2Sasympt ≈ CST−γS an be read
o where γ
S
≈ 1.66. In virtue of the energy onservation
this relation implies that the energy assoiated with the
T = const hypersurfaes approahes to the energy of the
asymptoti nal state as T−2/3, in agreement with [6℄.
By inspetion of the evolution of the eld variables w
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FIG. 1: Spaetime diagram showing the time evolution of the
energy density assoiated with shells of radius r, i.e. of 4pir2ε.
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FIG. 2: The time dependene of the produt of the energy
urrent density S and 4pir2 at I + is shown on the intervals
0.8 ≤ T ≤ 4 and 0.8 ≤ T ≤ 250.
and h it is obvious that the expanding high frequeny os-
illations are assoiated with the massive Yang-Mills eld
exlusively. Fig. 3 shows a onstant time slie at T = 1.695
of the evolution of w − w0. The formation of the shells
built up by high frequeny osillations is transparent on
Fig. 3, whih is reminisent of Figs. 1. and 2. of [11℄. The
behavior of these osillations in the asymptoti region an
be explained by referring to results of [11℄ where this phe-
nomenon has already been found to haraterize the evo-
lution of the simplest linear massive salar eld. In doing
this, notie rst that by (5) w/r satises asymptotially
the massive Klein-Gordon equation. This, along with the
laims of [11℄, implies then that the osillations are mod-
ulated by two fators. By an overall fator t−1/2 saling
down the osillations in time, moreover, by an essentially
self-similar expansion, i.e. by a funtion depending on t
and r only in the ombination ρ = r/t.
Probably, the most interesting unexpeted feature of
the time evolution is the appearane of the breathing state
of the monopole (see the entral region of Fig. 1). To have
a quantitative haraterization of this phenomenon it is
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FIG. 3: The dierene w − w0 is plotted on time slie T =
1.695. The formation of the high frequeny osillations sorted
in ertain shell strutures is transparent.
informative to onsider a onstant R slie of the deviation
ε − ε0 of the full energy density ε and that of the stati
monopole ε0. The breathing state of the monopole an
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FIG. 4: The deviation ε− ε0 of the full energy density ε from
that of the stati monopole ε0 is plotted against the physial
time t for intervals 0 ≤ t ≤ 100 and 100 ≤ t ≤ 6700 at R =
0.0254. It is striking how quikly the breathing state develops.
be haraterized by the time dependene of the amplitude
and the frequeny of the assoiated quasi-normal osilla-
tions, as well as, by the power spetrum of the osillations.
The time dependene of the amplitude is shown by Fig. 4.
Note that the enter of the osillations is atually lower
than ε0, whih implies that the time average of the energy
ontained in the entral region is smaller than the energy
ontained in the same region of the stati monopole. This
is most likely due to nonlinear eets.
The time dependene of the frequeny and the ampli-
tude of the osillations was determined by tting a sim-
ple funtion of the form ε − ε0 = a sin(ωt + b) + c to
the numerial data on a suiently short time interval
so that this interval was shifted point by point through
the entire time evolution. The resulted graph is shown
4by Fig. 5. The frequeny of the osillations is essentially
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FIG. 5: The frequeny dierene mw − ω and the amplitude
a of the osillations of the breathing state, shown by Fig. 4, is
plotted against the physial time t.
inreasing, asymptotially approahing the value of the
vetor boson mass mw. The logarithmi plot suggests
a relatively simple form for the overall behavior of the
frequeny-time funtion. In partiular, the approximate
relation ω ≈ mw − Cω t−γω seems to be valid not merely
asymptotially but for the entire evolution, where γ
ω
was
found up to a high auray to be 2/3. Exatly the same
value γ
ω
= 2/3 was found in [6℄. The asymptoti behavior
of the amplitude of the osillations an be approximated
by the simple form aasympt ≈ Cat−γa , where γa ≈ 0.833,
whih is in good agreement with the value of −5/6 of [6℄.
The energy ontained in some nite radius is desribed by
the time average of the energy, i.e. by the funtion c, not
by the amplitude a. For this reason there is no ontra-
dition between the exponents −5/6 in the entral region
and −2/3 at innity. The funtion c appears to be smaller
and deays faster than the amplitude, and an also take
positive and negative values depending on the loation.
It is also of interest to onsider the power spetrum
P (ω; t1, t2) of the osillations dened as twie of the ab-
solute value of the Fourier transform
̂(ε− ε0)(ω; t1, t2) =
(2π)−1/2
∫ t2
t1
(ε− ε0) (t)e−iωtdt. Fig. 6 shows P (ω; t1, t2)
with t2 having the xed value t2 = 11107 and t1 being ho-
sen to take the values 6.8, 42, 60, 95 and 165, respetively.
By varying t1 it is possible to monitor the hange of the
frequeny of the osillations in the relevant early period.
These graphs support the perturbative result of Forgás
and Volkov [6℄ laiming that there has to be an innite
family of `resonant states', assoiated with the breath-
ing state of the monopole, possessing disrete frequenies.
See, for instane, the peaks of the graph of P (ω; t1 = 6.8)
at ω ≈ 0.844, 0.933, 0.9645, 0.9775, 0.985, ... . Aording to
Fig. 6 the lower frequeny members of the resonant states
die out faster than the higher frequeny ones whih is on-
sistent with the above mentioned inrease of the overall
frequeny of the breathing state.
In summary, the time evolution of strongly exited BPS
monopoles has been studied. It is found to be generi that
in the entral region a long lasting quasi-periodi breath-
ing state develops. The behavior of all the examined quan-
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FIG. 6: The power spetrum of the osillations of ε − ε0 at
R = 0.0254 relevant for the intervals [t1, t2], with t2 = 11107
while t1 taking the values 6.8, 42, 60, 95 and 165 is shown.
tities justies the intuitive expetation that in the inner
region the system settles down to the original stati BPS
monopole, while the self-similarly expanding osillations
disperse asymptotially in the far away region.
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